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ABSTRACT
This study attempts to propose a strategy to adjust the organizational
structure of the Japan's Official Development Assistance (ODA). The design of
the strategy assumes that all constituencies are at least minimally satisfied.
The available literature demonstrates that the main determinant of ODA
decision making rests in the hands of government officials. However, their
generalist-oriented satffing system does not allow them to accumulate the
professional capabilities on ODA.
The existing organizations face four demands: coordination,
specialization, formulation, and decentralization. Since a lack of the
coordination function prevents formulation and decentralization, improving the
coordination function is the critical path to initiate organizational changes.
This study proposes three-step plan of action. For the short-term, it
proposes to strengthen the function of the Cabinet Councillors' Office on
Foreign Affairs. It also suggests to strengthen the coordination among the
officials at the local offices of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA), the Japan
International Coordination Agency (JICA), and the Organization of Economic
Cooperation Fund (OECF). For the intermediate-term, it proposes to formulate
consistent ODA policies by letting MOFA coordinate authorities concerned. For
the long-term, it seeks to explore the possibility of developing human resources
on ODA issues by establishing special universities, institutes, a data base or
courses on international development.
Thesis Supervisor: Lloyd Rodwin
Title: Ford International Professor, Emeritus
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INTRODUCTION
In 1989, Japan became the world's largest donor of foreign aid, surpassing the
US in this long-held position, while "aid fatigue" afflicted citizens of many other
donor nations.1 (See Figure 1.) Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) stated in
its 1990 Chairman's Report that "Japan will probably remain the largest donor
at least for the next few years."2 This prediction is backed up by the fact that at
the economic summit in Toronto, June 1988, Prime Minister Noboru Takeshita
announced that Japan would aim at increasing the aggregate amount of ODA
during the period of 1988 to 1992 to more than US$50 billion, thus more than
doubling the aggregate amount of ODA disbursed from 1983 to 1987.3 In
addition, a recent poll reveals that close to 40 percent of the people support the
expansion of aid, and about 40 percent of the people support the same level of
aid to developing nations,4 although "officials perceived the national consensus
on aid as fragile, based largely on ignorance of aid's importance to the nation
and on an emotional appeal of helping nations and peoples in need."5
Yasutomo in a study of Japanese aid, pointed out, "Most Japanese support an
increase in, or the same level of, aid expenditures. Labor unions, the media,
intellectuals, the business community and all political parties support economic
assistance." 6 Bloch, former Assistant Administrator for Asia and Near East , the
1. Dennis T. Yasutomo. The Manner of Giving. Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1986. p.3.
2. Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). Development Co-
operation, 1990 Report. Paris: OECD, December 1990. p.15.
3. Embassy of Japan. "Japan Announces New Foreign Aid Target." Washington, D.C.: Press
Release,15 June 1988.
4. Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA). Japan's Official Development Assistance 1989 Annual
Report. Tokyo: Association For Promotion of International Cooperation (APIC), March 1990.
p.27.
5. Yasutomo, 1986., op. cit. p.33.
6. Yasutomo. "Why Aid? Japan as an 'Aid Great Power."' Pacific Affairs, vol.62, No.4, Winter,
1989/90. p.502.
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US AID, put it in her paper, "In a short 25 years Japan has gone from a major
recipient of World Bank aid to become the Bank's second largest donor -- and
now the largest source of aid overall."7
The scale and the suddenness of the emergence of Japan's foreign aid
power seems to have created not so much respect as apprehension. As the
quantity of Japan's foreign aid has increased, numerous researchers have
launched studies that have probed the motives and the system of Japan's rapid
increase of foreign aid. Almost all literature on Japanese aid policy stresses
economic motives, as we will see in Chapter 111, although, as this thesis argue,
the motives behind Japanese aid policy are far more complex.
For example, Rix emphasizes bureaucratic politics rather than the
government-business coalition. 9 He points out interministerial power struggle is
a dominant factor that explains the decision making process on Japan's ODA.
He provides us with a distinct picture of the parochial interests and their
linkages that major ministries and the Economic Planning Agency (EPA)
involved in ODA decision making have. He analyzes how bureaucratic politics
hampers the rational development of Japan's foreign aid policy and explains
why the ministries and EPA do not break the impasse by demonstrating how
rigid the existing systems are.
7. Julia Chang Bloch. "A U.S.-Japan Aid Alliance: Prospects for Cooperation in an Era of Conflict."
USJP Occasional Paper 89-07, The Program on U.S.-Japan Relations, Harvard University, July
1989. p.1.
In fact, in 1964, the year when the summer Olympic in Tokyo showed to the world Japan's
emerging "economic miracle," Japan was the second largest recipient of World Bank loans after
India, and in 1990, Japan paid back the last of those World Bank loans and finally came off the
debtors list. ( Robert M.Orr. The Emergence of Japan's Foreign Aid Power. New York: Columbia
University Press, 1990. p.1).
In addition, Japan became the second largest share holder ranking with West Germany at
International Monetary Fund (IMF) after September of 1990. (Japan Economic Institute (JEI). JE
Report. No. 7A, February 22, 1991.)
8. Alan Rix. Japan's Economic Aid. New York: St. Martin's Press, 1980.
Orr, after reaffirming Rix's findings, emphasizes that foreign pressure or
trans-governmental relations, especially US-Japan relations, has significant
influence on bargaining power in the interministerial budget struggle.9 He
demonstrates how the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) utilizes the US
pressure to reinforce their own bargaining position against the Ministry of
Finance (MOF) in the ODA budget debate, and shows several other coalition
patterns between Japanese government and the US government. He also
disagrees with the "Japan, Inc." assessment:
Japanese state is simply not monolithic as the term "Japan, Inc.," popularly used in the
United States to characterize Japan's policy process, would lead us to believe. The
plethora of actors involved in the aid system attests to its being diverse almost to a fault. 10
Yasutomo has different point of view. He emphasizes the strategic
dimension in the 1980s and the significant role of the Prime Minister in the
formation of policy for explaining the sudden rise of strategic aid policy:
In the 1980s, however, the significance of Japan's aid activities lies not only in amounts,
terms and conditions, and ratios or percentages, all of which have been improving. Its
significance rests in the government's explicit designation of ODA as a foreign policy tool
for achieving political and security objectives as well as economic benefits. The past three
cabinets have added a strategic dimension to Japan's traditional economic aid policy.
Japan has substantially increased aid to such diverse and geographically dispersed
nations as Oman, Sudan, Turkey, Pakistan, Zimbabwe, South Korea, North Yemen,
Jamica, Somalia, Kenya, the People's Republic of China, Egypt, and the members of the
9. Orr, op. cit.
10. Ibid. p.145.
Association of Southeast Asian Nations. Not all of these nations possess deep economic
ties to Japan, but all are considered critical for the security interests of the West alliance.1 1
Matsuura, former Director-General of Bureau of Economic Cooperation of
MOFA, presents an evolutionary process of the motives for Japan's aid:
In the 1960s, the main motives for Japan's economic cooperation were to promote its
exports and assist its industries in overseas investment. ... Promoting commercial and
industrial interests was the main purpose of such cooperation. ... In the 1970s especially
after the oil crisis, the role of economic assistance as a means of securing raw materials
such as oil came to be stressed. In other words, the reinforcement of economic
interdependence became the main objective. ... In the 1980s ... the political and security
sides of the objectives of economic cooperation are starting to receive greater
emphasis. 12
In other words, in the 1980s, international pressure, especially from the
US government and the DAC of the OECD that Japan should take international
responsibility commensurate with its economic influence, does not allow Japan
to simply pursue its own interests, and now it is faced with the challenge
whether Japan can show its positive and clear initiative in the international
donor community. It seems to me that Rix and Orr have concluded that the
extraordinary parochial behavior of Japan's central government is not suitable
for a leading donor which should take the initiative in the donor community.
They also maintain that the existing dispersed agency structure in terms of ODA
11. Yasutomo, 1986., op. cit. p.4 .
12. Quoted in Yasutomo, 1986., op. cit. p.9. Koichiro Matsuura. "Japan's Role in International
Cooperation." National Development, September 1981. pp.64-5.
policy should be unified to create a tangible and understandable ODA policy.
Their studies suggest that the major constraint in the effectiveness of Japan's
foreign aid policy is its traditional administrative system which was not originally
designed to manage foreign aid.
Rix explained in his decisive study that the parochial behavior prevents
Japan from taking more positive and creative initiatives . The basic assumption
of this thesis, then, is that it is necessary for Japan's government to reorganize
its ODA administrative structure, although that it is almost impossible for the
government to take initiative of aid policy in the donor community because this
needs a critical evaluation of the existing policy framework, a coordination and
an adjustment of the existing fractionated, immobilized domestic policy system.
As a result of the external pressure and the prime minister's initiative, it has
been possible to achieve the improvement in terms of the quantity of the ODA
because this did not need any reorganization of the existing framework.
However, taking initiative in terms of the quality is almost impossible without the
reorganization of the government structure regarding Japan's ODA
administration.
Although the above studies are quite detailed and include many insights
into the nature of Japanese foreign aid, they have not proposed a realistic
strategy for changing the existing organizational structure --- a most
fundamental and critical step to improve the performance or effectiveness of
Japan's foreign aid, from its constituencies' view points. Moreover, it seems to
me almost impossible to expect officials of the ministries and EPA to be
innovative and to reorganize the structure because they cannot help but devote
themselves to maintaining or expanding current group goals and interest. 13 In
13. Rix, 1980., op. cit. p.101
other words, in theory, "the implementation of a new strategy in the framework of
the old structure produces increasing inefficiencies and organizational tensions
that eventually lead to the adoption of a new structure." 14 In reality, the rigidity
of the existing organization to refuse to take a new strategy leads to the
rejection of a new structure which will damage the existing organization. 15
Goto's study reinforces my view. He points out, based on his experience in
Japan's ODA administration, that the types and substance of policies produced
are greatly affected by institutional conditions that have grown up over a long
period of time through gradual administrative adaptation to change; conversely,
the implementation of policies creates a different organization which reflects the
importance, not of efficiency, but of consensus and the status quo.16 That is,
even if each individual official feels the necessity to adopt a new strategy to deal
with the changing world environment, he or she cannot follow the strategy as
long as the strategy impinges upon the inherent organizational interests.
Methodology
This thesis attempts to propose a strategy to adjust the organizational structure
of the ODA administration, taking existing constraints into consideration.
Chapter I introduces the background of this thesis. Chapter Il explains the
existing Japan's ODA organizations. Chapter III reconsiders the major variables
examined in studies on Japan's ODA and explains the main determinant of
Japan's ODA decision making system: bureaucratic politics. Chapter IV
14. Arnold C. Hax and Nicolas S. Majiuf. Strategic Management: An Integrative Perspective. (
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prince-Hall, 1984. p.399.
15. Stephen P. Robbins. Organization Theory: Structure, Design, and Applications. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prince Hall, 1990. p.142.
16. Kazumi Goto. "Enjo Gyosei no Totaru Shisutemu wo Motomete." ("The Search for Total
System of Aid Administration.") Heiwa Kenkyuu. (Peace Studies.) Vol.13, November 1988,
pp.25-8.
demonstrates the diverse demands from constituencies on the Japan's ODA
organizations. Chapter V proposes a strategy based on constituencies'
demands. Chapter VI examines the advantages and disadvantages of options
and proposes our plan of action. Chapter VII provides our final conclusion.
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DISCUSSION OF THE EXISTING ORGANIZATION
Decreasing Loans and Increasing Technical Cooperation
Japan's ODA consists of bilateral assistance and multilateral assistance.
Bilateral assistance is categorized into grants and loans. Multilateral assistance
is composed of grants, capital subscription and similar payments. The
composition of Japan's ODA in FY 1989 is (a) bilateral grants (33.9%: grant
assistance (17.4%) and technical cooperation (16.5%)); (b) bilateral loans
(41.7%); (c) multilateral grants (6%); (d) multilateral capital subscription and
similar payments (18.4%).17
Table 1 shows the historical change of the composition. After the first half
of the 1970s, although loans have kept the largest share, the share has
decreased constantly. Instead, the share of technical cooperation has increased
steadily.
Regional Concentration in Asia and Diversification
One feature of Japan's bilateral ODA has been its geographical concentration
in Asia. In FY 1988, more than 60% of Japan's ODA is still being channeled into
Asia. As a result, Japan provides 48.2% of the world's bilateral ODA to Asia.
The US provides 9.8%, West Germany provides 8.6%, and Holland provides
5.8%.17 Interestingly enough, in terms of total amount of bilateral ODA to Asia,
17. MO FA. Wagakuni no Seifu Kaihatsu Enjo 1990, jookan.(Japan's Official Development
Assistance 1990 Annual Report. the first volurne.) Tokyo: APIC, October 1990. p.65.
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Japan and the US seem to assume complementary role. 18 At the same time,
however, Japan has diversified ODA to 135 independent nations and 19
regions. 19 In 1979 Japan was the largest donor nation to six countries. The
number has risen to 19 nations in 1985, 25 in 1986, 29 in 1987, and 26 in
1989.20
Historically, Japan started to extend ODA to Latin America from the late
1960s. After the first oil crisis in 1973, Japan started to increase ODA to Near
and Middle East. At the same time, from the early 1970s, Japan has extended
ODA to Africa. (See Figure 2 and Table 2.)
Characteristics of Each Type of ODA
The total amount of bilateral and multilateral grants has been increasing
steadily. The budget for the grants in 1989 is 2.7 times larger than that of ten
years ago. The share for Asian countries has declined to 49% in FY 1989. On
the contrary, Africa's share has expanded considerably to 33% in the same FY.
The share of Latin America was 7.7%, and that of Oceania was 3.5% in the
same FY. Major 5 recipients (FY 1989, $ million): Bangladesh (136), the
Philippines (115), Thailand (108), Sri Lanka (76) and Pakistan (75).
The scale of Japanese technical cooperation has been expanding under
the Fourth Medium-Term Target of ODA. The major part of technical cooperation
consists of (a) acceptance of trainees; (b) dispatch of experts; (c) equipment
supply program; and (d) project-type technical cooperation. The geographic
distribution of technical cooperation in FY 1989 demonstrates that Asia
18. Juichi Inada. "Japan's Aid Diplomacy: Increasing Role for Global Security." Japan Review of
International Affairs Spring/Summer 1988. p.92.
19* MOFA, 1989., op. cit. p.10.
20. MOFA, 1990., op. cit. p.14.
accounts for 41.4%, Latin America for 12.2%, Africa for 7.7%, the Middle East for
5.6%, Oceania for 2% and Europe for 0.3%. Major 5 recipients (FY 1989, US$
million):China (106), Indonesia (102), Thailand (97), the Philippines (61),
Malaysia (57).
Japan's ODA is characterized by a high proportion of loans (55% of
bilateral ODA in FY 1989). Because of the economic needs and
geographical/historical relations with Japan, Asia (ASEAN countries in
particular) is a major recipients of its loans (76.5% in FY 1989). The scope of
recipients is also expanding in Africa (10.9%, Sub-Saharan particularly), the
Middle East (5%), Latin America (7%), and Oceania (0.4%).
Japan's ODA System and Its Environment
This study defines Japan's ODA administration as an open system which
receives inputs, transforms them, and produces outputs. 21 (See Figure 3.)
Inputs consists of financial resources, information and human resources from its
environment. Outputs consist of grants, technical assistance, loans, capital
subscription and similar payments to the environment.
The system is composed of the administrative entities which have direct
and substantial decision-making authority in ODA policy-making. Each member
has its legislated authority stipulated in its establishment law. The environment
consists of several constituencies who have certain influence over the decision-
making authority. The constituencies are divided into international and domestic
ones. (See Figure 4.)
21. For further definition and the characteristics of an open system, see Robbins. Ibid. pp.13-9.
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Primary Organizational Structure
The primary organizational structure of Japan's ODA administration is
presented in Figure 5. This system constructs the structure. There is no special
ministry for ODA administration. Officially, the Prime Minister has ultimate
administrative power. The Advisory Council on Overseas Economic
Cooperation and the Ministerial Committee on Overseas Economic
Cooperation are coordination bodies. The Prime Minister's Office is responsible
for general affairs of the Advisory Council. The Cabinet's Office is responsible
for general affairs of the Ministerial Committee.
Each ministry is partially involved in ODA administration. Japan's
administration system is organized according to a functional form as a whole.
The Economic Planning Agency (EPA), the Ministry of Finance (MOF), the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA), and the Ministry of International Trade and
Industry (MITI) share the authority to manage bilateral loans. They are called
economic-cooperation-related organizations. Each of them has a special organ
for economic cooperation. (See Figure 6 - 9.)
The Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund (OECF) and the Japan
International Cooperation Agency (JICA) are implementing agencies. OECF is
responsible for implementation of loan assistance. JICA is responsible for the
implementation of technical assistance and the facilitation of bilateral grant
assistance. Other ministries and agencies are mainly involved in technical
cooperation in their respective fields. Some of them are also involved in the
ODA disbursement to multilateral agencies.
The Prime Minister
- *W6M*Q&6W04*i -- - -- .
Officially, the Prime Minister must have ultimate administrative power based on
the Article 72 of the Constitution. But actually, major factions in the Liberal
Democratic Party (LDP) and the government officials constrain his power. In
order to attain his office, the Prime Minister must win the LDP party presidency
because the LDP occupies the majority of seats in the House of
Representatives which have the final authority to designate the Prime Minister.
In order to become the President, the candidate usually must make a coalition
with other factions in the LDP. As a result, the cabinet is composed of factional
leaders and influential politicians including political opponents against the
Prime Minister. Therefore, the Prime Minister's power is always exposed to the
potential political costs within the cabinet vis-a-vis his opponents. In addition,
because the Prime Minister does not have sufficient policy-making staff, he must
rely on the government officials for specialized information. 22 Furthermore,
foreign aid has usually not been ranked very high on the agenda of most Prime
Ministers." 23
Coordination Bodies
Four coordination bodies are supposed to carry out the coordination function in
the Japan's ODA administration: The Advisory Council on Overseas Economic
Cooperation, the Ministerial Committee on Overseas Economic Cooperation,
the Prime Minister's Office and the Cabinet Office. In general, the coordination
bodies do not have significant influence on the actual administration because
they do not have any authority in the ODA policy making.
22 Orr. op. cit. p.11.
23. Ibid., p.23.
The Advisory Council was established in 1961 to investigate and
deliberate the important issues on overseas economic cooperation, replying to
the inquiry by the Prime Minister.24 The 30-member council, apparently
representing an amalgamation of leaders of various groups, consists of 6
businessmen, 5 representatives of public institutions, 3 presidents of ODA
implementing agencies (JICA, OECF and Eximbank), 1 former Foreign Minister,
1 labor union official, 1 professor, 1 representative of the press, 1 medical
doctor, and 1 multilateral institution official (See Table 3 for membership).
However, 11 members are retired government officials: 2 businessmen, 4
representatives out of a total 5 representatives of public institutions, 1 former
Foreign Minister, 1 multilateral institution official and all representatives of 3
implementing agencies. Furthermore, because all Secretariats of the Council
are Deputy Vice-Minister, Director-Generals and others at the same level in the
ODA-related agencies in the government, the Advisory Council must rely
primarily on the government for information and has not been unable to develop
much of an independent source of analysis.
The current Ministerial Committee was established by the Cabinet
decision in December 1988. The Committee was officially designed to
coordinate basic policies on economic cooperation in the government. But
actually, it was supposed to expand the LDP's influence over the rapidly
increasing ODA budget.25 The Committee is chaired by the Cabinet Secretary
and consists of 14 Ministers (See Table 4 ), top 4 LDP leaders (the Secretary-
General, the Executive Council Chairman, the Political Affairs Research Council
Chairman and the Diet Affairs Council Chairman), the LDP Deputy Secretary-
24 Cabinet Order No. 208 of 1961. Article 1 of the Cabinet Order for Overseas Economic
Cooperation Council.25. Orr. op. cit. p.22.
General, and the LDP Special Committee on Overseas Economic Cooperation
Chairman. According to a MOFA official, " The initial meeting took place on
December 13, 1988, and lasted thirty minutes. Discussion with aid officials in
the meantime suggest that the conference will have virtually no impact on
policy."2 6 Like the Advisory Council, the Ministerial Committee also does not
have a full independent staff, and must rely on the government officials for
important policy information. In addition, like the Prime Minister, ODA is not yet
ranked high on the agenda of most Ministers and LDP leaders.
The Cabinet Foreign Policy Councillors' Office and the Prime Minister's
Foreign Policy Councillors' Office were established in June 1986. Formerly,
each Office was also in charge of both foreign and domestic policies as the
Councillors' Office. The Cabinet Foreign Policy Councillors' Office is
responsible for comprehensive coordination on foreign affairs including general
affairs of the Ministerial Committee. The Prime Minister's Foreign Policy
Councillors' Office is responsible for foreign affairs which do not fall under the
jurisdictions of any ministries, and also responsible for general affairs of the
Advisory Council. These Offices are formally separated bodies, " but in fact
housed in the same room and administered by the same officers"27 although
tasks for the Cabinet and tasks for the Prime Minister's Office are clearly
distinguished. 28 There are 33 officials as of March 1991. All officials are sent
from foreign-affair-related government agencies. Officials are not fully
independent , also the usual practice of the personnel management of
Japanese government is to arrange turn overs about every two years.
26 Quoted in Orr. op. cit. p.22.
27. Rix, 1980., op. cit. p.106.
28. Interview with a Prime Minister's Office official over the phone. March 27, 1991.
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Therefore, their loyalty is stronger toward their institutions than to the Prime
Minister and the Cabinet.
Four Major Government Agencies
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA), Ministry of Finance (MOF), Ministry of
International Trade and Industry (MITI) and Economic Planning Agency (EPA)
are acknowledged central decision-making bodies in ODA policy making. This
system is called "four-ministry consultation system." The four ministries have
the authority to manage bilateral loans. Normally, when a project is proved
feasible as a result of a survey, MOFA makes initial decision on such important
items regarding bilateral loan as the type of loan, the amount, the interest rate,
and the repayment period. The initial decision is to be reviewed by the other
three ministries. 29 Each ministry has veto power. In the consultation process,
MOFA represents foreign political aspects of Japan's ODA, MITI represents
international trade and industrial aspects, MOF represents financial and
monetary aspects, and EPA represents economic planning aspects. One MOFA
official has commented on the influence of each agency: " In terms of
influencing power in the consultation process, MOFA has 60% influence, MOF
has 30%, MITI and EPA have the remaining 10%."30
Implementing Agencies
The Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund (OECF) and the Japan International
Cooperation Agency (JICA) are juridical persons in public law. OECF was
29. APIC, A Guide to Japan's Aid. Tokyo: APIC, March 1990. p.7 4 .
30. Interview with MOFA official. April 18, 1991.
established on March 16, 1961 in accordance with the Overseas Economic
Cooperation Fund Act (Law No.173 of 1960). JICA was established on August
1, 1974 in accordance with the Japan International Cooperation Act (Law No.62
of 1974).
OECF was established to supply necessary bilateral loans for developing
areas in order to contribute to industrial development and economic
stabilization.31 OECF's 1989 ODA (amounting to US$3,943 million) accounted
for 44% of Japan's total ODA, and 58% of Japan's bilateral ODA. This meant
that OECF's ODA accounted for 8.5% of the total ODA provided by the 18 DAC
countries (US$46,498 million) and OECD's ODA itself ranked in the forth largest
among the DAC countries next to the U.S., France and West Germany. OECF
surpasses the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank in net
disbursement terms in some Asian countries, such as Indonesia, the Philippines
and Thailand. In terms of loan fund disbursed and outstanding, OECF's volume
is approximately half that of the World Bank (IBRD), and equal to the combined
total for the three regional development banks, that is the Asian Development
Bank (ADB), the Inter-Amerian Development Bank (IDB) and the African
Development Bank (AfDB).32
JICA was established to implement technical cooperation, and to
facilitate the implementation of grant assistance, overseas cooperation
volunteers' activity and so forth.33 JICA's 1989 ODA (amounting to US $1,137
million) accounted for 13% of Japan's total ODA, and 17% of Japan's bilateral
ODA. In addition, JICA implements about 70% of Japan's total grant assistance
(amounting to about US$2,100 million), which is about 24% of Japan's total
31 Law No.173 of 1960. Article 1 of the OECF Act.
32. OECF. The Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund, Annual Report 1990. Tokyo: OECF,
October 1990. p.6.
33. Law No. 62 of 1974. Article 1 of the JICA Act.
ODA. The result of the cooperation in each category of technical cooperation in
FY 1989:
(a)Acceptance of trainees:7,084; (b)Dispatch of experts:2,512; (c) Project-type
technical cooperation:175 projects.
Other Influencing Agencies
Other 13 ministries are mainly in charge of technical cooperation in their
respective field by dispatching their officials as technical experts and by funding
project finding studies in FY 1990. Ministries and agencies allocated technical
cooperation ODA are: Ministry of Education (MOE), Ministry of Agriculture,
Foresty and Fisheries (MAFF), Ministry of Labor (MOL), Ministry of Health and
Welfare (MHW), Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Construction (MOC), Ministry of
Transportation (MOT), Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (MOPT),
Ministry of Home Affairs, General Affairs Agency (GAA), Science and
Technology Agency, Environment Agency (EA), Police Agency, and Land
Agency. For example, the Ministry of Construction was responsible for
managing 385 million yen ( $2.75 million) for technical cooperation on
construction, and dispatching 45 officials as JICA experts in FY 1990. The
Ministry of Transportation was responsible for managing 360 million yen ( $2.6
million ) for technical cooperation on transportation the same FY.
In addition, some of them are also allocated multilateral assistance:MOE
for the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) and the United Nations University; MHW for the World Health
Organization (WHO); MAFF for Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations (FAO); MITI for United National Industrial Development Organization
(UNIDO); MOL for International Labor Organization (ILO); MOPT for Universal
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Postal Union (UPU) and International Telecommunication Union (ITU); MOT for
World Meteorological Organization (WMO); EA for International Nature
Conservation Union (INCU). The number of ministries and agencies involved in
ODA administration has been expanding rapidly. For example, MHW was
responsible for managing 4.8 billion yen ($34 million) contribution for WHO in
FY 1990.
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Chapter III Main Determinant of Japan's ODA Performance:
Bureaucratic Politics
Table 5 shows major studies on Japanese Aid.34 The studies show three
groups of variables: Japan's ODA motives, Administrative Structure and
Process, and Performance. Figure 11 shows the relationships among them. The
motives determine structure and process. In turn, structure and process
determine performance. Researchers point out Japan's performance as rapid
ODA increase, lack of coordination, low concessionary assistance, and strategic
distribution. Most of the studies show that structure and process are the
prevailing factor in Japan's ODA system.
The studies attribute Japan's ODA performance to four determinants in
the structure and process: (1) Bureaucratic Politics (Structure); (2) Government-
Business Consolidation (Process); (3) West Pressure, especially from the U. S.
government, (Environment), and ; (4) the Prime Minister's Strategic Initiative
(Strategy). Four motives: (1) Bureaucratic Interests, (2) Economic Interests, (3)
International Appearance, and (4) National Security, determine each
determinant. These determinants are intertwined with each other. Especially, it
is difficult to distinguish the Prime Minister's Strategic Initiative from West
pressure.
The Prime Minister sometimes pushes his own scheme despite
opposition from bureaucrats. Prime Minister Ohira's increased ODA to Turkey in
1980 by almost 10 times the previous year was a clear example of close
34. For more literature, see Rix, 1980., op. cit. p. 45. Notes 1., Rix, "The Philosophy of Japanese
Foreign Aid." (manuscript) pp.39-40., Rix. "Japan's Aid Leadership." Paper presented at Asian
Studies Association, 1989. Bibliography., and Hasegawa Sukehiro. Japanese Foreign Aid. NY:
Praeger, 1975. pp. 3-7.
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relationship between his strategic initiative and West pressure, in this case, from
West Germany, against MOFA and MOF. 35 Yasutomo explains,
the MFA [MOFA] and MOF showed a negative attitude on aid to Turkey despite the West
German request because Japan had been snubbed by the United States and West
European countries at the Guadelope summit (Japan was not invited to attend). Ohira is
said to have pushed it through despite this opposition from the bureaucrats.36
With respect to the relationship between Bureaucratic Politics and West
pressure, coalition is sometimes formed and sometimes not formed. On one
hand, MOFA, as a part of Japan's bureaucracy often utilizes US pressure in
order to strengthen its bargaining position in contentious bureaucratic
politics. 37 A provision of 5.75 billion yen ($23 million) to Sudan and 46 billion
yen ($185 million) to Egypt in January 1982 were clear-cut examples.38 On the
other hand, MOFA refuses to yield US pressure if it does not strengthen MOFA's
position. One example is the US's repeated failure to encourage MOFA to adopt
more stringent condition connected to policy change toward a free market
orientation.39
Yasutomo describes the government and business consolidation as
follows:
These Japanese [overseas business] firms seek, find, evaluate, and propose aid
projects. They often assist in the writing of the official proposals submitted to Japanese
35. Yasutomo. 1986., op. cit. p.42, and p.69.
36. Ibid., p.69.
37. Orr. op. cit. p.146.
38. Ibid., p.119.
39. Ibid., p.144.
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embassies by various recipient government agencies. Once submitted, these firms lobby
in Tokyo through their home offices for the project in the halls of MITI. "Almost all yen loan
project proposals come from Japanese firms," according to a MITI aid Official.40
Nippon Koei's nearly exclusive hold over Indonesia's infrastructure projects
under the reparations fund was an example of this. Rix explains a significant
role of Kubota Yutaka, the founder of Nippon Koei, in the reparation projects,
Kubota lobbied successfully with high Indonesian officials, including President Sukarno
and others in the Ministry of Public Works, to gain the contracts. The first reparations
projects involved surveys, design and supervision of the construction of the South
Tulungagung reclamation scheme near Surabaya in East Java, which included
construction of a new tunnel built by the Japanese during the war had proved inefficient
and Nippon Koei carried out the new work between 1959 and 1961. It became the first of
a number of other projects in the Brantas region.41
Nevertheless, the central determinant that almost every researcher
agrees upon is bureaucratic politics. Rix stresses in his definitive study that
"bureaucratic interests were the main determinants of the articulation of Japan's
aid and economic cooperation policies."42 Orr describes the Japanese aid
policy formulation process: "In short, battles are fought, bargains negotiated,
compromises made, and decisions reached largely within the framework of the
40 Yasutomo. 1986., op. cit. p.71.
41. Rix. 1980., op. cit. p.203-4.
42. Ibid., p.267.
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administrative structure."4 3 In other words, Japan's ODA system can be defined
as "structure imperative", a term which is borrowed from Organization Theory.44
Moreover, this "structure imperative" seems to exert more influence over
the Japan's ODA system recently. There are three indications of this continuing
trend: (1) decreasing ODA business opportunities for Japanese companies, (2)
no powerful political leaders after the Recruit scandal,45 and (3) specialization
in foreign affairs.
First, as a result of continuing untying effort by Japan's government, the
percentage of yen loan contracts going to Japanese companies dramatically
went down 29 percentage points from 1986 to 1989.46 At the same time,
Japanese companies are being squeezed by the dramatic rise of the yen since
1985. Bloch reports: "Japanese companies' higher costs of doing business
were reflected in the fact that they won only 1 percent of contracts tendered by
the World Bank in 1986."47 Accordingly, the government-business
consolidation, one of main characteristics of the structure, has lost its influence
over the system.
Second, after the Recruit scandal, almost all significant LDP leaders
involved in the scandal were ousted from their influential positions. We cannot
find any leader who can take his or her initiative to lead foreign aid policy. In
other words, the Prime Minister's strategic initiative also seems not to be
exerted.
43. Orr. op. cit. p.12.
44. Stephen P. Robbins. Organization Theory: Structure, Design, and Applications. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1990.
45. Explanation on Recruit scandal by The Boston Globe, April 27, 1991. p.24: " The scandal
centered on a publishing conglomerate called Recruit Co., whose chairman tried to buy favors
from powerful politicians with bargain priced shares of its subsidiary. ... No top political leaders
were charged, but the scandal forced to the sidelines a dozen powerful politicians, including
Nakasone, Takeshita and former Foreign Minister Shintaro Abe. Takeshita was forced to resign as
prime minister in April 1989 due to his link to the scandal."
46. MOFA. 1990., op. cit. p.27.
47. Bloch. op. cit. p.60.
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Third, foreign affairs need more and more specialization as Japan
involves with international affairs. Most politicians in Japan can not have
sufficient knowledge on foreign affairs. For example, during one Diet session in
November 1990 on the proposed U.N. Peace Cooperation Corps Bill, Foreign
Minister Taro Nakayama said, "Since this is such an important matter, I would
like to have the (chief of the ministry's Treaties Bureau) reply for me." 48 Fukui
describes the inability of the Cabinet precisely, "a twenty-man body of
politicians has neither the manpower, nor the information nor the skills and
experience essential to the performance of policy-making functions."49 Thus,
there is no political power which can control bureaucratic politics in the ODA
policy making.
Moreover, bureaucratic interests have a tendency to be reactive to
environmental change rather than innovative. A highly competitive but basically
penalizing personnel system deters the officials from taking an innovative policy
in ODA formulation. Their traditional fierce protection of their turf discourages
comprehensive aid formulation. Their failure to establish unified country
programs is clear evidence of their parochial behavior. Although four directors
of each ODA-related ministry, MOFA, MOF, MITI, and EPA, have been
negotiating every month for more than one year, they cannot reach the point of
agreement. 50
It is clear that the existing reactive structure cannot respond to the
changing environment efficiently and effectively. One example is the
government's perplexed response to the Gulf War. The Security Office under
48. Asahi Shimbun. Asahi Shimbun Japan Access. Feb.25, 1991. p.7.
49. Quoted in Orr. op. cit. p.11. Fukui Haruhiko. "Bureaucratic Power in Japan," in Peter Drysdale
and Hironobu Kitaoji, eds., Japan and Australia: Two Societies and their Interaction. Canberra:
Australia National University Press, 1979. p.286.
50. Interview with an official at the Administrative Inspecting Bureau, General Affairs Agency
(GAA). January 17, 1991.
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the Cabinet and the Prime Minister's Office, which is officially supposed to
respond quickly and propose a strategy regarding the War to the Prime Minister,
could not propose anything.51 This reactive characteristic stems from the fact
that there are no fully independent professional officials at the office. Every
official in the Councilor Office is sent from other ministries and turned over every
two or three years. Therefore, their loyalty is stronger toward their institutions
than to the Prime Minister. In brief, Japan's government lacks necessary
analytical function for coping with the rapidly changing international
environment.
All these pieces of evidence show us that Bureaucratic Politics will keep
its power over the ODA system and might exert its influence more and more in
the near future.
51. Sasa Atsuyuki, "Japan's Status post-Malta," Cyuuo Kooron, (Central Opinion), March 1991.
p.55.
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DEMANDS ON THE EXISTING ORGANIZATION
There are numerous demands on Japan's foreign aid. In an attempt to provide
organizational alternatives for the government, we consider the demands from
the constituencies, who have influence over Japan's ODA decision-making.
The constituencies surrounding Japan's ODA administration are classified into
international and domestic ones. Table 6 shows various demands for Japan's
ODA from its constituencies.
Historically, Japan's ODA system has two predominantly influential
constituencies as well as recipient countries in the international arena: the
Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of OECD and the US Orr says,
"DAC and particularly the United States continue to play the role of unofficial
member of the decision making process [of Japan's [ODA]."52 In terms of
domestic constituencies, this study focuses on seven major players in Japan:
the Diet, the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP), the opposition parties, the
inspecting agencies, the private business sector, the Non-governmental
Organizations (NGOs), and the public. ( See Figure 4.)
Diversity of the Demands
Table 7 shows various patterns of demands by the constituencies. The
demands are classified into three categories: demands for Japan's ODA
philosophy, demands for its structure and process, and demands for its
performance. There are two types of conflicts in Table 7: inter-constituency
conflicts, and intra-constituency conflicts.
52. Orr. op. cit. p.108.
CHAPTER IV
Inter-constituency Conflicts
Table 7 shows six different demands conflicting among the constituencies. (See
7, Strategic Importance to Western Allies---A.1.a, Unify Agencies---B.1.e,
Establish Basic Law---B.2.c, Cooperate with Private Sector---B.2.d, High
Concessionary assistance to recipients---C.a, and Lower Conditionality---C.c. )
For example, with respect to "Strategic Importance to Western Allies" (A.1.a), on
one hand, the US government demands that the Japanese counterpart put a
high priority on the strategic importance of recipient countries for Western allies.
(See A.1.a - 2. ) Yasutomo provided one piece of evidence for this demand:
At an OECD conference in March [1983], the US representatives reportedly presented
Japanese delegates with a list of 20 countries for aid consideration, selected for their
strategic importance. The list is said to have included the following: South Korea, the
Philippines, Thailand, Pakistan, and Indonesia in Asia; Egypt, Lebanon, and Israel in the
Middle East; Honduras, El Salvador, Jamaica, and Costa Rica in Latin America; Sudan,
Morocco, Tunisia, Somalia, and Kenya in Africa; and Greece, Portugal, and Spain in the
Mediterranean, NATO's southern flank."53
On the other hand, the Diet and the opposition parties oppose such strategic
ODA distribution ( See A.1.a - 4 & 6 ). The 1978 House of Representatives
resolution on overseas economic cooperation implies that the government
should disburse its ODA aiming directly for the recipient countries'
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53. Yasutomo,1986., op. cit. p.104.
development, not for their strategic importance for Western allies. The resolution
demanded that the government spell out its basic position:
Mindful that Japan's economic cooperation should be directed towards helping
the recipient countries develop their economy and society. stabilize the
livelihood, and improve the welfare of their people, the government should take
ample care not to arouse any suspicion about the integrity of its economic
cooperation in the course of its implementation. 54 (Underlining added)
Intra-constituency Conflicts
Table 7 shows two intra-constituency conflicts. (See Table 7, Increase Staff in
Recipient Countries---B.1.g - 3. ) For example, Filologo Pante, the president of
the Philippine Institute of Development Studies, suggests that the government
expand the OECF staff.55 On the contrary, the Indian government shows its
reluctance to accept a large Japanese ODA staff presence.56
Even inside one recipient country, there is a conflicting demand. (See
Table 7, Collaborate with Multilateral and Bilateral Institutions in Recipient
Countries---B.2.f - 3. ) In the Philippines, Filologo Pante demanded that Japan's
government co-finance with other bilateral donors and multilateral agencies.57
But Filipino officials are worried that tight cross-conditionalities supported by
54. Samejima Shinsuke. "Can Japan Steer Its Foreign Aid Policy Clear of Militarism?" Japan
Quarterly (Jan./Mar. 1982), vol.29. pp.31-2.
55. Filologo Pante Jr. "Japan's Aid to ASEAN: Present Realities and Future Challenges." Paper
presented for the International Symposium on Japan-ASEAN-China Relations on the theme:
"Japan's Growing External Assets: A Medium for Regional Growth?" held in Hongkong on 22-24
June 1988. p.27.
56. Bruce Koppel and Michael Plummer. "Japan's Ascendancy as a Foreign-Aid Power." Asian
Survey, vol.XXIX, No.11, November 1989. p.1053.
57. Filologo Pante. op. cit. p.27.
plural donors might reduce the flexibility in ODA on which the Philippine
government puts a high priority.58
However, many other demands are not conflicting among constituencies and
within a constituency. ( See Table 7, Explicitness of Philosophy---A.1.g.,
Environmental Preservation---A.2.b., Staff's Planning and Management
Capability---B.2.b., More Policy Dialogues---B.2.b., and High ODA/GNP Ratio--
-C.e, and so forth). Especially, "More Policy Dialogues" are demanded by all
international constituencies and domestic constituencies except NGOs and the
Public.
Strategic Constituencies Approach
As demonstrated above, constituencies' demands are diverse and sometimes
conflicting. Matsui provides two dimensions to sort out the diverse demands:
Economic Choice and Political Choice.59
Economic Choice includes the trade-off between increasing the amount
of ODA and using ODA efficiently. Internationalistic constituencies, such as
recipient countries, support the former. Domestic constituencies, such as MOF,
support the latter.
Political Choice includes three aid doctrines: comprehensive national
security, interdependency, and humanitarianism. Comprehensive national
security are most domestic-interests oriented. Humanitarianism is most
sensitive to the recipients' interests. Interdependency is in between.
58. Koppel and Plummer. op. cit. p.1052.
59. Matsui Ken. Kokusai Kyouryokuron Ensyuu. (A Seminar on International Development).
Kyoto: Koyo Syobo, 1988. p.190.
Matsui shows the relative positioning of each constituency's demand in
two dimensional plain which are Political Choice and Economic Choice.
Economic Choice is composed of two opposite directions: Increase the amount
of ODA, and More Efficient and Effective ODA. On one hand, recipient countries,
the private business sector, DAC, MITI, the US government, MOFA, LDP, the
opposition parties, and the Diet demand more amount of ODA. On the other
hand, MOF, Inspecting Agencies, the NGOs, and EPA demand more efficient
and effective ODA. In terms of Political Choice, the US government, MOFA, the
Business, and MITI demand comprehensive national security option. The
opposition parties, DAC, NGOs, and recipient countries demand humanitarian
ODA. The Diet, the public, EPA, the Inspecting Agencies, and MOF demand
interdependence.
It is not feasible for Japan's government to meet only limited number of
demands, since each constituency has some influence on Japan's ODA
administration. Then, in order to become more effective organization, Japan's
government needs to assure that all constituencies are at least minimally
satisfied. Therefore, in making a strategy for organizational changes, basically,
this study takes the "strategic-constituencies approach," a term which is
borrowed from Organizational Theory.60 This approach states that an
organization is effective to the extent that all constituencies are at least
minimally satisfied.61
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60. Robbins. op. cit. p.62.
61. Ibid., p.77.
CHAPTER V STRATEGY BASED ON
MISSING ORGANIZATIONS FUNCTIONING
Categories of Demands
The demands in Table 7 are re-sorted into four categories: Coordination,
Specialization, Formulation, and Decentralization. Coordination refers to the
need for resolving internal and external differences in emphasis, priorities, and
criteria on ODA issues. Specialization refers to the professional capabilities of
the staff. Formulation refers to creating of explicit ODA programs.
Decentralization refers the dispersion of authority geographically and vertically.
This section examines which demands are taken under advisement by the
Japan's ODA system, which are not, and what the organization's function is
missing which prevents it from responding to the constituencies' demands. This
section, then, analyzes the cause of the missing functions, and provides a
strategy based on the missing functions.
Coordination
Internal coordination refers to two different types of need: (1) one for resolving
internal stalemate on policy formulation among policy making organizations,
and (2) the other for building up a closer connection between different types of
ODA among implementing organization. External coordination refers to the
need for facilitating frank external communication among Japanese policy
making and implementing organizations, recipient government organizations,
and other donor organizations.
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First, many constituencies demand more efficient internal coordination
among policy making organizations. In October 1974, Minato Tetsuro, LDP,
who was the most active ODA advocate in LDP, proposed an exceedingly
concrete plan to improve the ODA system called "Basic Strategy on
International Development." He proposed two ideas on internal coordination:
(1) Demarcate areas of responsibility regarding ODA administration.
Assign responsibility for external exchange with foreign governments to MOFA,
for macro economic policy to EPA, for financial matters to MOF, for international
trade and industrial matters to MITI, for food and agricultural matters to MAFF, for
comprehensive overall coordination to the Cabinet Secretariat, and for
organizational management to the Administrative Management Agency [current
the General Affairs Agency].
(3) Strengthen the coordination within the government.
Establish a Ministerial Committee on Overseas Economic Cooperation. 62
In 1987, the Japan Association of Corporate Executives proposed the
appointment of a Minister of International Cooperation and the establishment of
a powerful advisory council solely responsible under the Minister to manage the
ODA budget. 63 In 1988, Filipino policy makers point out:
Japan's consensus approach and allocation criteria are unsynchronized. This is a
reference to competition within Japan's ODA system between the Ministry of Foreign
62. Minato Tetsurou. Nihon no Ikiru Michi: Kokusai Kyouryoku no Kihon Seisaku wo Mezashite.
(Japan's Way to survive: Toward Establishing Basic Policies on International Cooperation.) Tokyo:
International Development Journal, 1975. pp.152-62.
63. JICA. "ODA ni kansuru Syuyou na Teigen (Kosshi)" (Major Proposals on ODA, main
points) Internal document. February 1989. p.21.
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Affairs and the Ministry of Finance. The competition does not facilitate quick action when
quick action is needed.64
In 1990, the Japan Federation of Economic Organizations, a key funding source
for LDP, complained about the inefficiency and ineffectiveness of ODA due to
departmentalism and the need for inter-departmental coordination. However, as
of January 1991, each area still has not been explicitly demarcated .65
As a request, the government also have proposed various plans to
improve coordination among policy making organizations. In 1964, the First
Temporary Administrative Investigation Committee under the Prime Minister's
Office proposed to unify ODA administration functions into MOFA. In 1971, the
Advisory Council on Overseas Economic Cooperation proposed to establish a
new independent special ministry. In 1974, Prime Minister Tanaka proposed to
establish the Minister of Overseas Economic Cooperation without portfolio. In
1986, the Second Temporary Administrative Investigation Committee proposed
to strengthen the comprehensive coordination function while keeping the
existing diffused structure. In 1987 and 1988, the Administrative Bureau of the
General Affairs Agency also pointed out that the four ODA-related ministries (
MOFA, MOF, MITI, and EPA) should demarcate each area of responsibility
regarding loan assistance.66 In the Statement of Account 1988, the Board of
Audit noted the increasing necessity to coordinate the function among policy
making organizations. Currently, the Japan Socialist Party, the Clean
Government Party, and the Federation of the House of Councillors are
64. Koppel and Plummer. op. cit. p.1051.
65. Interview with an official of the Administrative Inspection Bureau of GAA.
66. Administrative Inspection Bureau, GAA. ODA (Seifu Kaihatsu Enjo no) Genjyoo to Kadai /.
(The Current State and Problems on Japan's ODA //) Tokyo: Bureau of Printing, Ministry of
Finance (MOF), November 1989. p.13.
preparing to submit a International Development Cooperation Bill to the House
of Councillors. They intend to propose the establishment of a new independent
ministry.
Only two of these proposals were realized, but neither of them existed for
long. One of them was re-established recently, but it does not function. First, in
1975, as a result of Minato's proposal, Tanaka Cabinet established the
Ministerial Committee on Overseas Economic Cooperation, but in 1977, when
Minato died, Prime Minister Fukuda abolished it, because it did not work as it
was expected originally. That was, " the committee's attention was occupied by
only a few topics, especially by Japanese participation in large-scale
development projects overseas."67 Second, in 1975, as a result of Prime
Minister Tanaka's initiative, the Minister of Overseas Economic Cooperation
without portfolio was established. In fact, this was also proposed by Minato
originally. But the Minister did not exist for long because there was no support
for the Minister in the government. The situation was almost the same in Great
Britain in those days. Seers and Streeten, in their assessment of the Labour
Government's record on aid, concluded that "setting up an independent Ministry
is merely an empty gesture unless there is real support within the Government
for its policies." 68 In December 1988, the Ministerial Committee was re-
established to expand LDP's involvement in policy process of increasing
amount of ODA. However, according to one MOFA official, " The initial meeting
took place on December 13, 1988, and lasted thirty minutes. Discussion with
aid officials in the meantime suggest that the conference will have virtually no
67. Rix, 1980. op. cit. p.107.
68. Quoted in Rix. 1980., op. cit. p.85. Dudley Seers and Paul Streeten. "Overseas Development
Policies." in W. Beckerman (ed.), The Labour Government's Economic Record. London:
Duckworth, 1972. p.152.
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impact on policy."69 As a result, the 1986 proposal by the Second Temporary
Administrative Investigation Committee, strengthening the coordinating function
without changing the existing structure, seems to be the major opinion at
present in Japan.70
As shown above, only powerful political initiatives have made a
difference in the internal coordination function among policy making
organizations so far. Furthermore, if political support disappears, the function
does not last for long. Actually, it is fair to state that all major structural changes
in ODA after 1970 were derived from Minato. He helped establish JICA in 1973,
the Ministerial Committee on Overseas Economic Cooperation, and helped
reorganize the demarcation between OECF and Eximbank in 1974.71 There
have been no major changes since his death in 1977. It is clear, therefore, that
because the coordination function reduces the discretion on ODA shared by the
existing solid structure, the policy making organizations do not have any
incentive to create a coordination function by themselves. Officially, EPA is
responsible for " planning and coordination of basic policy and program on
international economic cooperation." 72 Actually, however, MOF and MITI
constrains EPA's official authority by transferring their officials to key positions in
EPA. As of December 1990, the Director of the minister's secretariat of EPA,
which is the second highest bureaucratic position after that of administrative
vice-minister, was transferred from MOF, and two key positions in the
Coordination Bureau, which is responsible for international economic
69. Orr. op. cit. p.22.
70
.Interviews with officials at GAA, EPA, MOFA, MITI, MOF, the Japan Federation of
Economic Organizations, JICA, and OECF, the chief editor of the Kokusai Kaihatsu
Jyaanaru (International Development Journal), and Prof. Matsui Ken at Tokyo
International University. January 17-31. 1991.
71
.Minato. op. cit. Ch.V.
72. Law No.263 of 1952. Article 4 item (7) of the EPA Establishment Act.
cooperation, were occupied by MITI. The Director-General of the Bureau and
the Director of the Second Economic Cooperation Division, who is responsible
for the coordination of the implementation of important policies and plans on
international economic cooperation among ORA-related organizations, were
transferred from MITI. "These officials tend to remain loyal to their home
ministries."73
The Cabinet Secretariat is another place where the internal coordination
is expected to be carried out. Officially, the Cabinet Councillors' Office on
Foreign Affairs is responsible for " necessary comprehensive coordination on
foreign affairs which is important enough to relating to the Cabinet
Conference." 74 Formally, this Office is a separate body to the Councillors' Office
on Foreign Affairs of the Prime Minister's Office, but in fact, housed in the same
room and administered by the same officials. All of them are sent from foreign-
affairs-related ministries and agencies.75 They have strong loyalty to their own
organizations rather than to the Prime Minister. They also do not have strong
enough background on international development.
Second, many constituencies demand that three types of assistance (
grant assistance, technical cooperation, and loan assistance), which are mainly
governed by JICA and OECD, be coordinated effectively. In 1974, Minato
proposed to coordinate various types of ODA by making development strategy
by region, country, and sector.76 In 1988, Filologo Pante suggested
strengthening of linkages between technical cooperation and capital assistance
73. Orr. op. cit. p.45.
74. Cabinet Order No. 220 of 1986. Article 4 of the Cabinet Order on the Partial
Amendment of the Cabinet Secretariat Organization.
75. Interview with Prime Minister's Office official over the phone. March 27, 1991.
76. Minato. op. cit. p.155.
is necessary to improve the efficiency of Japan's ODA.77 In February 1989, DAC
encouraged the co-ordinated use of the various types of Japanese financial and
technical assistance. DAC also encouraged the fuller use of country-focussed
economic analysis as a basis for the co-ordination. 78 In September 1989, the
Administrative Inspection Bureau pointed out that loan assistance and technical
cooperation should be coordinated more functionally.79
According to the Administrative Inspection Bureau, OECF and JICA
started to talk about strengthening the coordination. However, one JICA official
said that because the coordination takes time and small number of officials
cannot spare their time for the coordination, officials in both agencies have a
tendency to intend to operate projects by themselves.80
In contrast, external coordination has been more easily improved. Many
constituencies have demanded that the government strengthen its policy
dialogues with recipient countries and other donor agencies. For example, DAC
emphasized the importance of participation in multilateral co-ordination and
policy dialogue for the Japanese delegation in the 1989 DAC Aid Review of
Japan. 81 Patcharee Siroros, a faculty member of Political Science, Thammasat
University, concluded in his comparative aid research on Japanese and US Aid
in Thailand that " the fundamental problem is a lack of coordination between
two governments [Japan and Thailand]." 82
77. Filologo. op. cit. p.27.
78. DAC. op.cit. p.2.
79. GAA. 1989., op. cit. p.15.
80. Interview with JICA official on March 28, 1991.81. Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of OECD. "DAC AID REVIEW OF JAPAN." Press
Release. February 17, 1989. p.3.82Patcharee Siroros. "Japanese and U.S. Aid in Thailand: The Thai Perspective." Discussion
paper presented at the Workshop on Japan as Number One Donor? Japan's Foreign Assistance
Program in Historical and Contemporary Perspective, organized by the Maureen and Mike
Mansfield Foundation at Mssoula, Montana. May 1987. p.45.
In response to such criticism and inspection on by the Administrative
Inspection Bureau of General Affairs Agency in 1987 and 1988, the government
strengthened its policy dialogues with recipient governments recently. In June
1987 a comprehensive survey of economic cooperation with the Philippines
was undertaken by a mission led by former Foreign Minister Saburo Okita. This
group held in-depth consultations with President Corazon Aquino and members
of her cabinet, and the two countries reached agreement on the medium- to
long-term directions for economic cooperation. Similar missions were sent to
India in February 1989, to Thailand in July 1989, to Indonesia and Bangladesh
until October 1990.83 Also, in 1989, the government increased the number of
countries to be consulted annually on economic cooperation from twelve to
twenty. The government has also undertaken several co-finances and joint
projects with other donors. Since 1980, the government has implemented eight
joint projects with the US AID.84
External coordination has been strengthened recently, while internal
coordination has not yet been improved. This results because the authority to
carry out the external information exchanges is solely assigned to MOFA, for
MOFA officials have the capability to deal with international communication. In
addition, external coordination can provide vivid information on actual project
needs of the recipients as well as on other donors' analytical skills that the
government has not yet obtained. However, internal coordination has not been
improved because it has to involve the turf-conscious ODA-related
organizations in its process. The internal coordination is always accompanied
83. MOFA, 1990. op. cit. p.26.
84. Tomimoto Ikufumi. "Some Case Studies on Japan-US Aid Cooperation." in "In Search
of Closer Collaboration between Japan and the U.S. in the Aid Sphere: A Japanese View."
February 1990. Table 1. p.27-8.
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by parochial conflicts that cannot be easily solved within the functional
government structure.
In brief, formally, the government has already equipped with the internal
coordination function, but actually, it does not work because the key positions
are occupied by officials from senior ministries like MOF and MITI. In addition,
every official who deals with ODA cannot have sufficient background on
international development to coordinate. As a result, they can not have strong
incentive to respond to the demands for the internal coordination. On the other
hand, MOFA easily strengthen its external coordination because MOFA have
necessary capability and the external coordination can provide valuable
information for MOFA. Moreover, MOFA do not have to coordinate with] other
policy making organizations.
Specialization
There are two types of capabilities necessary for ODA administration: policy
making capability and implementing capability. The former capability can be
called strategy making or agenda proposing one; the latter capability can be
called program planning and management one. The implementing capability
has been targeted for improvement recently as the amount of ODA has
increased, but the policy making has not received much attention.
Although some constituencies demand that the government emphasize
specific philosophy, such as a free market orientation, most constituencies claim
low tangibility of Japan's philosophy in general. This low tangibility results from
the difficulty of the distinction between internationally agreed general
philosophy, such as basic human needs, and Japan's own peculiar philosophy,
such as self-help by recipient countries. Whether Japan can improve this
tangibility is related to its policy making capability. Many constituencies
require the improvement of both capabilities. DAC noted " there is scope for a
greater Japanese involvement in difficult high priority areas identified by the
DAC such as policy related assistance," and encouraged "the Japanese
austerities to strengthen aid management capacity in line with the requirements
of a rapidly growing programme." 85 The 1989 House of Councillors resolution
demanded that "the government should reinforce the policy making and
implementing organizations." 86 On the other hand, inspecting agencies require
only the reinforcement of the implementing agencies.
In terms of policy-making capability, MOFA defines the unique role of
Japanese ODA as "a necessary cost to construct international order in order to
make sure of Japan's comprehensive security." MOFA cites four unique
reasons to extend Japan's ODA to promote comprehensive security:
1. ODA is a necessary "cost" if Japan is to remain a peaceful country. The booklet
notes Japan's negative attitude toward and lack of participation in international
security efforts;
2. ODA is a necessary "cost" if Japan is to remain an great economic power.
The booklet highlights Japan's vulnerability to a deterioration in North-South
relations;
3. ODA can strengthen weak spots in overseas economic dependence. Japan's
dependence on overseas sources of raw materials and markets is higher
than other industrial nations; and
85. DAC. op. cit. p.1-3.
86. House of Councillors. Resolution No. 2 of 1989. "The Resolution on International
Cooperation." June 22, 1991.
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4. Japan can assist developing countries because of its status as a non-
Western development model. The booklet assumes that Japan's history of
modernization is attractive to developing nations because of its rapid
industrialization within a century, its non-Western society and culture, and its lack
of a colonial legacy in most of the Third World.87
MOFA also states that it takes the initiative in development of evaluation
methods in DAC. 88 Yet, in terms of other donors' expectations, MOFA's policy-
making capability is not satisfactory. For example, Rix evaluated its policy-
making performance in 1989,
While undoubtedly a force to be reckoned with in terms of its aid spending power, its
regional presence, its impact on individual recipients, and its role in some international
financial institutions, Japan is not creating a new agenda in the aid scene. It is accepting
heavier burdens and costs within the development assistance community, but this
springs from motivations unrelated to a positive policy for a new Japanese aid regime: that
is, it comes from a desire to quickly meet trading partner and treaty partner expectations of
"more responsibility."89
This is a chronic problem caused by the Japanese staffing system within the
government. Rix explained well,
The small numbers of career officers in ministries exacerbated problems of generalism,
because effective deployment of career officers became very difficult and resulted in their
87 Yasutomo, 1986. op. cit. p.31.
88 MOFA, 1990. op. cit. p.55.
89. Rix.1989., op. cit. p.24.
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being spread thinly across a ministry. In case of the MFA [MOFA], Fukui has shown how
this resulted in 'Single-issueism' and policy-making by improvisation." 90
In contrast, JICA and OECF have been accumulating a talent pool
gradually because their officials can concentrate on international development
issues in their whole career track. In 1983, JICA established the Institute for
International Cooperation to strengthen the training programs for technical
experts and to accumulate the information on international cooperation. In
addition, since 1984, JICA has employed international cooperation specialists,
who have had previous experience in technical cooperation in recipient
countries or in multilateral donor agencies. As of February 1991, JICA employs
sixty-four specialists. The Japan Society for International Development was also
established in February 1990 to facilitate information exchange among its
members and with domestic and foreign societies and associations relating to
international development. Moreover, MOFA and the Ministry of Education
established the Foundation for Advanced Studies on International
Development, FACID, in March 1990 to facilitate the establishment of the
University of International Development (tentative name). These movements
show that Japan is now strengthening its planning and programming
capabilities, and in the near future, it can be equipped with sufficient capability.
In brief, although the government has started to strengthen its
implementing capability, because of its traditionally generalist-oriented staffing
system it has not successfully started to strengthen its policy-making capability
yet.
90. Rix. 1980., p.100.
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Formulation
Formulation refers to two demands: (1) unifying country programs, and
(2) establishing basic law. The former demand is required by various
constituencies, such as DAC, the Diet, LDP, the opposition parties, the
inspecting agencies and the business. The latter is required only especially by
the opposition parties.
Currently, each ODA-related organization has their own programs or are
making their own programs. MOFA has its Regional Guideline, Country
Guideline, and Annual Country Plans. JICA has Aid Implementation Guideline
by Country, and Project Implementation Basic Plans by Country. Although JICA
and MOFA are two different entities, JICA intends to tailor its guideline and
plans to MOFA's. 91 MOF has launched an exercise, bringing together
Japanese government, academic and think tank experts for the first time to form
a "Country Economic Study Group" under the Japan Center for International
Finance.92 MITI has New Asian Industries Development Plan, which intends to
facilitate exporting industries in Asian countries, taking into account their current
economic structure. EPA has guidelines for Overseas Economic Cooperation by
Development Phases. OECF has Country Sectoral Studies.
However, after the General Affairs Agency recommended the ODA-
related organizations to unify the country programs, for more than one year,
almost every month four directors representing the organizations have had
discussions with each other to unify each program. Yet, they cannot reach an
agreement. 93
91 Interview with an JICA official. March 28, 1991.
92. Bloch. op. cit. p.31.
93. Interview with a official at the Administrative Inspection Bureau of GAA. January 17 1991.
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In terms of basic law, Orr explains Japan's situation well,
There exists no basic Diet-enacted law establishing guidelines and rules for aid along the
lines of the US Foreign Assistance Act. While such legislation is occasionally proposed, it
has also met the strong opposition of the bureaucracy as well as of segments of the
LDP.94
The opposition parties are preparing the Basic Bill for International
Development Cooperation in February 1991. It might pass the House of
Councillors, where the opposition parties occupy the majority at present.
However, it is predictable that LDP and the ODA-related organizations strongly
oppose it in the House of Representative which has superior power to pass
bills.
In summary, because the ODA-related organizations are reluctant to lose
their discretion by the formulation, Japan's ODA system does not quickly
respond to the demands of the formulation.
Decentralization
DAC emphasized the importance of adequate local representation for effective
aid implementation. 95 The Administrative Inspection Bureau pointed out that
policy making organizations should delegate their decision making authorities
regarding implementation, such as drawing up contracts and disbursement, to
the implementing organizations, and JICA and OECF should decentralize their
authority, such as small scale procurement, from their headquarters to local
94. Orr. op. cit. p.21.
95. DAC. op. cit. p.3.
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offices.96 Reflecting these demands, both of OECD and JICA are establishing
new local offices and increasing the number of staff in the offices. For example,
in 1991, out of thirty-four new staff, JICA assigned twenty-six staff to local offices.
As a result, local staff increased from 210 to 237. JICA also examines the
possibility of delegation of decisionmaking to local offices, and considers the
delegation of project finding and identification. However, one JICA official said
that local offices claim that the headquarter delegated only chores to the local
offices.97 Accordingly, while the number of local offices and staff have
increased, the authority has not been decentralized significantly.
Relations among Coordination, Specialization, Formulation and
Decentralization
Rapidly increasing amounts of ODA and diverse, complex demands from the
constituencies require the ODA administrative structure to be more
decentralized and specialized. As decentralization and specialization develop,
the structure needs clearer articulation of policy and more coordination.
In Japan's case, the complex and dynamic demands on the ODA
administration forced the implementing organizations to start shifting their staff
to their local offices gradually and to start reinforcing their program
management and planning capability. However, lack of effective internal
coordination prevents the policy making organizations from formulating more
tangible ODA policy. Now, the policy-making organizations need a resolving
function over critical internal differences in emphasis, priorities, and criteria
96. Administrative Inspection Bureau of GAA. 1989., op. cit. p.16. and the same Bureau of GAA.
ODA (Seifu Kaihatsu Enjo no) Genjyoo to Kadai. (The Current State and Problems on Japan's
ODA.) Tokyo: Bureau of Printing, Ministry of Finance (MOF), September 1988. p.19.
97
.Interview with an JICA official. March 28,1991.
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among them. Furthermore, this resolving function needs strategic capability that
can determine the fundamental direction of ODA and can persuade the officials
at the policy making organizations. That is, if this capability could be added to
the ODA administrative structure, internal coordination in the policy making
organizations would work more effectively, country programs would be
formulated smoothly, and decentralization of authorities and specialization of
implementing capabilities might prove feasible. However, the generalist-
oriented staffing system in the government does not allow the officials to obtain
this capability by transferring them frequently. In addition, because this staffing
system and pluralism in the bureaucracy keep the flexibility of policy formulation
within a highly competitive atmosphere, we must be careful that establishing
special authority over the bureaucracy might weaken the flexibility and the
competitive atmosphere.
PLAN OF ACTION
There must be three different time frames for achieving the organizational
changes: short-, intermediate-, and long-term. First, as shown in the previous
chapter, since the internal coordination function is the critical path in Japan's
ODA structure, we consider improving the internal coordination function as the
short-term target, i.e., one or two years. Second, because after improving the
function it will become possible to efficiently formulate policies and to
decentralize the authorities of policy making and implementing organizations,
we think formulation and decentralization belongs in the intermediate-term, i.e.,
three to five years. Third, as it takes time to develop sufficient human resources
to deal with ODA administration, we consider specialization to belong in the
long-term, i.e., ten years.
In terms of improving the internal coordination function, there are two
approaches to improve the function: the top-down and bottom-up approach. Top
down means to improve the function above the policy making organization.
Jurisdictional concerns which qualify as policy making organizations are, at the
Cabinet, the Diet , the Prime Minister's Office, or the establishment of an
implementing office which officiates the internal coordination function. Bottom-
up means to add the function under the policy making organizations, that is, at
the implementing organizations. The top down approach can have decisive
power, but it needs some formal changes on its decision making rules, such as
law or Cabinet order. On the other hand, the bottom up approach is possible
without any formal changes on the rules, but it does not have direct power on
the internal coordination.
The problem concerning top down method is where this coordination
function should be located and what kind of staff should assume this office. As
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stated before, there are four options concerning the location: establish it under
the Cabinet, the Diet, the Prime Minister's Office, or as an independent office.
Thus, there are three options concerning the staff: government officials,
representatives, and neutral persons, such as academicians. There are three
important criteria: the loyalty to the Prime Minister, the design of strategies, and
the independence from the ODA administrative system.
Currently, the Cabinet Councillors' Office on Foreign Affairs, which is
supposed to work as strategy making organ, does not work effectively mainly
because all staff are sent from foreign-affairs-related ministries and agencies.
They have strong loyalty to their own organizations rather than to the Prime
Minister. If the function is placed under the Cabinet, the Prime Minister should
have the authority to appoint the staff from neutral persons. This would make it
more likely that the criteria of loyalty, design of strategy and independence are
satisfied. A weakness, however, is that they have to be replaced whenever the
Prime Minister is replaced: if so, this might lack the consistency of the ODA
strategy that the existing ODA system keeps. Tsuji, in his comparison of
Japan's and US foreign aid policy, concluded that,
Japan's foreign aid policy is not clear but is consistent, and US policy looks clear but is
inconsistent. In both cases, there is no coherent and integrated foreign aid policy itself.98
In addition, we have to be careful that if this function is too strong, the
consistency, flexibility and the competitive atmosphere in the bureaucracy might
be weakened. Therefore, in taking this option, it is necessary to finely tune the
98, Tsuji Kazuto. "A Comparative Overview of Japan and US Foreign Aid." in "In Search of
Closer Collaboration between Japan and the U.S. in the Aid Sphere: A Japanese View."
February 1990. p.6.
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degree of their strength of authority in comparison with the existing ODA
system's authority.
Currently, the Foreign Affairs Investigation Office under the Diet does not
have specialists and is vulnerable to the influence by the politicians' directives.
Because the committee was originally established to prepare the Diet
deliberation on bills for politicians, and not for the executives, even if specialists
are employed, this vulnerability cannot be avoided: therefore, this is not the
appropriate place to establish the function. The recent House Foreign Affairs
Task Force report found:
Earmarks, mostly in the form of specified country allocations in legislation, have increased
to unprecedented levels. For FY 1989, 92 percent of military aid, 98 percent of Economic
Support Funds, and 49 percent of development assistance is earmarked.
It is clear that incursion by the legislature will cause the lack of flexibility in ODA
administration.
At present, the Councillors' Office on Foreign Affairs under the Prime
Minister's Office also does not have specialists . The government officials are
supposed to turn over every two or three years, and they are expected to
become generalists. It seems unrealistic to amend the current personnel
management system to employ specialists only for this office. Moreover, an
office at the same level in the government as any other organizations usually
cannot get support from the other organizations.
Establishing a new independent office is not realistic because this
function does not require a fully equipped organization. Furthermore, lessons
from other donor countries tell us that establishing an independent office
without domestic support does not work. Rix explained in his early study:
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a separate ministry in Britain, the Overseas development Ministry lacked a power base in
Whitehall and, in the words of Judith hart, a former minister, "was an isolated ministry ...
Nobody cared very much what it did . . . It offended no one, and aroused neither enmities
nor affection in Whitehall. . . . Judith Tendler found that the United States Agency for
International Development (AID) was 'bullied' by other government agencies because of
AID's very inability to muster domestic support.99
For all of the reasons noted above, establishing the function under the
Cabinet with neutral persons appears to be the most appropriate option. One
possible answer for the strength of the function is to give them the authority to
inquire the current state on ODA administration from the ODA-related
organizations.
In terms of the bottom up method, the key issue is country programs.
Table 8 shows the summary of constituencies' demands on organization. Four
demands towards the implementing organization in Table 8 can be met through
the process of formulating the country programs. In other words, formulating
country programs at local offices can be a catalyst for the decentralization of the
headquarter's authority, thereby strengthening the program management and
planning capabilities, as well as the coordination of the different types of
assistance. In formulating the programs, it is necessary to involve every official
in the field offices of JICA, OECF, and MOFA.
When using the top-down and bottom-up approach simultaneously,
internal coordination among the policy making organizations must change
gradually.
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99. Rix. 1980., op. cit. p.85.
For the intermediate-term, it is necessary to formulate Japan's
philosophy, principles, goals, consistent with each countries' programs. In order
to eliminate unnecessary suspicion by the recipient countries, it is important to
clearly state Japan's philosophy, principles, and goals. Especially, it is
necessary to take into consideration the distinction between Japan's peculiar
interests and Japan's international interests in order to get the recipient
countries to understand the Japanese approach.
For the long-term, we recommend the establishment of special
universities, institute, data base or courses on international development in
order to bring up the specialists in diverse fields, such as development
economy, agricultural development, planning and so forth. Especially, the
development of strategic capabilities in order to be able to make a
comprehensive judgements is most necessary.
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CONCLUSION
As a result of the rapid increase of Japan's ODA, it has become the focus of
many studies. These studies show us that Japan's ODA decision-making
system is complex, but mainly determined by bureaucratic politics. In other
words, Japan's ODA system is "structure imperative," not "strategy imperative."
Nevertheless, no studies have yet attempted to propose any concrete
organizational change.
Various constituencies influence Japan's ODA administrative structure.
Their demands on the existing structure are diverse: sometimes, they conflict
with each other, sometimes they are harmonious. Because each demand has
some influence over Japan's decision-making system, and ODA itself does not
have any solid single inherent purpose, Japan's government must be
responsive to these demands.
In order to meet these constituent demands, the government should
decentralize its authority to local offices and implementing organizations ; it
should also have specialized capabilities for international development.
To meet constituent demands, the government should also coordinate
policy making more effectively and formulate policy more explicitly, especially
country programs. Because the ODA administration is mainly determined by
parochial bureaucratic politics, in proposing an organizational adjustment of
Japan's ODA structure, internal coordination function is the critical factor. It
needed to initiate any organizational improvement.
In conclusion, for the short-term, this study recommends two
simultaneous actions: (1) strengthen the function of the Cabinet Councillors'
Office on Foreign Affairs by appointing specialists on ODA issues and giving
them the authority to make inquiries into the current ODA administration,
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especially their response to recommendations by the Advisory Council on
Overseas Economic Cooperation; and (2) improve internal coordination among
officials at the local offices of JICA, OECF, and MOFA, by giving them the
responsibility of creating country programs based on local information.
For the intermediate-term, we recommend the formulation of consistent
philosophy, principles, and goals regarding ODA administration by letting
MOFA to coordinate authority involving MOF, MITI, EPA, JICA, OECF and other
ministries and agencies relating to ODA administration. In addition, we
recommend the facilitation of geographical and vertical decentralization based
on such a formulation. Specialization should be as follows.
For the long-term, this study emphasizes the importance of human
resource development in international development by establishing special
universities, institutes, data base or courses on international development.
APPENDIX
Table 1: Share of Each Type of ODA (percent)
1970-74 1975-79 1980-84 1985-89
Share of
grant assistance 17.0* 8.9 14.4 20.2
technical cooperation 5.5 9.5 10.2 11.4
loans 56.3 51.4 40.5 39.4
multilateral assistance 21.3 30.2 35.0 29.0
*: Grant assistance between 1970 and 1973 includes reparation. The 3.8% within 17.0% is reparation.
Source:
Industrial Research Foundation,Philosophy and Economic Effect of Japan's Economic Cooperation.1987. p.77.
Economic Cooperation Bureau, MOFA,Outlook of Japan's Economic Cooperation, October 1990. p.2 .
Original source: Overseas Economic Cooperation Handbook 1970-1989.
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Table 2: Ten Major Recipients of Japan's ODA (Net Disbursement Basis, $ Million, %)
1985 1986 1987
Rank Country Amount Share Country Amount Share Country Amount Share
1 China 387.89 15.17 China 496.95 12.92 Indonesia 707.31 13.48
2 Thailand 264.10 10.33 Philippines 437.96 11.39 China 553.12 10.54
3 Philippines 240.00 9.39 Thailand 260.41 6.77 Philippines 379.38 7.23
4 Indonesia 161.33 6.31 Bangladesh 248.47 6.46 Bangladesh 334.20 6.37
5 Burma 154.04 6.02 Burma 244.14 6.35 India 303.94 5.79
6 Malaysia 125.59 4.91 India 226.71 5.89 Thailand 302.44 5.76
7 Bangladesh 121.48 4.75 Indonesia 160.83 4.18 Malaysia 276.39 5.27
8 Pakistan 93.31 3.65 Pakistan 151.56 3.94 Burma 172.00 3.28
9 Sri Lanka 83.74 3.28 Srilanka 126.91 3.30 Turkey 162.39 3.09
10 Egypt 73.01 2.86 Egypt 125.70 3.27 Pakistan 126.69 2.41
Total Above 1,704.49 66.66 Total Above 2,479.63 64.47 Total Above 3,317.87 63.23
World Total 2,556.92 100.00 World Total 3,846.21 100.00 World Total 5,247.63 100.00
1988 1989 1985-89 Total
Rank Country Amount Share Country Amount Share Country Amount Share
1 Indonesia 984.91 15.34 Indonesia 1,145.26 16.90 Indonesia 3,159.64 12.71
2 China 673.70 10.49 China 832.18 12.28 China 2,943.84 11.85
3 Philippines 534.72 8.33 Thailand 488.85 7.21 Philippines 1,995.81 8.03
4 Thailand 360.62 5.62 Philippines 403.75 5.96 Thailand 1,676.42 6.75
5 Bangladesh 341.96 5.32 Bangladesh 370.60 5.47 Bangladesh 1,416.71 5.70
6 Pakistan 302.17 4.71 India 257.23 3.79 India 967.34 3.89
7 Myanmar 259.55 4.04 Srilanka 185.25 2.73 Pakistan 851.19 3.43
8 Sri Lanka 199.83 3.11 Pakistan 177.46 2.62 Myanmar 829.73 3.34
9 India 179.46 2.79 Nigeria 165.86 2.45 Sri Lanka 595.73 2.40
10 Egypt 172.90 2.69 Kenya 147.81 2.18 Malaysia 401.98 1.62
Total Above 4,009.82 62.44 Total Above 4,174.25 61.58 Total Abovel4,838.39 59.71
World Total 6,421.87 100.00 World Total 6,778.50 100.00 World Total 24,851.13 100.00
Source: MOFA. Outlook of Japan's Economic Cooperation. October 1990. p.26.
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Table 3: Members of Advisory Council on Overseas Economic
Cooperation in March 1991
Ishikawa, Rokurou
Itou, Tadashi
Imai, Keiko
Okita, Saburo'
Oba, Tomomitsu
Kakudou, Kenichi
Samejima, Keiji
Shimao, Tadao
Takagaki, Tasuku
Tanaka, Yoshikazu
Nishigaki, Akira
Haruna, Kazuo
Fujiwara, Ichirou
Masuda, Minoru
Maruyama, Yasuo
Monden, Hideo
Yanagiya, Kensuke
Yamaguchi, Mitsuhide
Yoshino, Teruzou
Yoshino, Bunroku
President, Japan Chamber of Commerce and
Industry; Chairman, Kajima Co., Ltd.
Vice-President, Japan Trade Association;
Chairman, Sumitomo Trading Co., Ltd.
Professor, Jochi University
Chair, Domestic and Foreign Policy Research Group;
Former Minister of Foreign Affairs
President, Japan Center for International Finance
Standing Advisor, The Norin Chukin Bank
Managing Director, Nihon Keizai Shimbun
President, Tuberculosis Prevention Association
President, The Bank of Tokyo, Ltd.
Vice-President, All Japan Labor Union Conference
President, Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund
Chairman, Economic Cooperation Committee,
Federation of Economic Organization
President, Japan Power Resources Development
Co., Ltd.
President, Japan External Trade Organization
Director, International Labour Organization
President, International Development Center of
Japan
President, Japan International Cooperation Agency
President, The Export-Import Bank of Japan
President, The Overseas Construction Association of
Japan, Inc.
President, Institute for International Economy
Secretaries
Deputy Vice-Ministers for Administration, the National Police Agency, the General Affairs Agency,
and the Ministry of Health and Welfare.
Director-Generals of Coordination Bureau, the Economic Planning Agency, the Science and
Technology Promotion Bureau, the Science and Technology Agency, the Planning and
Coordination Bureau, the Environment Agency, the Economic Cooperation Bureau, the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the International Finance Bureau, the Ministry of Finance, the
Academic and International Bureau, the Ministry of Education, the Economic Affairs Bureau, the
Ministry of Agriculture, the Foresty and Fisheries, the International Trade Policy Bureau, the
Ministry of International Trade and Industry, the International Transport and Tourism Bureau, the
Ministry of Transport, the Communication Policy Bureau, the Ministry of Posts and
Telecommunications, the Economic Affairs Bureau, the Ministry of Construction.
Deputy Vice-Minister for the General Policy Coordination, the Ministry of Labor.
Head of the Foreign Policy Deliberation Section, and two Councilors of the Foreign Policy
Deliberation Section Prime Minister's Secretariat, Prime Minister's Office.
* Deputy Chairman of the Council
Chairman of the Council
Table 4: Members of Ministerial Committee
on Overseas Economic Cooperation in March 1991
Minister of Foreign Affairs
Minister of Finance
Minister of Education
Minister of Health and Welfare
Minister of Agriculture, Foresty and Fisheries
Minister of International Trade and Industry
Minister of Transport
Minister of Posts and Telecommunications
Minister of Labor
Minister of Construction
Minister of Economic Planning Agency
Minister of Science and Technology Agency
Minister of Environment Agency
Director-General of Cabinet Secretariat
and Implementing Organizations,1991
Bilateral or Type of Assistance Policy-Makina or Implementina
Multilateral Oranizations
Grants
Technical Assistance
Loans
Ministry of Foreign Affairs(MUFA),
[Japan International Cooperation
Agency(JICA)]
MOFA, [JICA],
Ministry of Education(MOE),
Ministry of International Trade and
Industry(MITI),
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries (MAFF),
Ministry of Labor(MOL),
Ministry of Health and Welfare(MOHW),
Ministry of Justice,
Ministry of Construction,
Ministry of Transportation(MOT),
Ministry of Finance(MOF),
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications
(MOPT),
Ministry of Home Affairs.
Management and Coordination Agency,
Science and Technology Agency,
Environment Agency(EA),
Economic Planning Agency (EPA),
Police Agency,
Land Agency.
EPA, MOFA, MOF, MITI, [Overseas
Economic Cooperation Fund(OECF)],
MAFF, [JICA],
[Export-Import Bank of Japan
(Eximbank)]*.
Capital subscription &
Similar Payments, & MOF, MOFA
Multilateral Loans
Grants MOFA, MOE, MOHW, MAFF, MITI, MOL,
MOPT, MOT, EA.
Note: [ ] represents special corporation established through legislation.
*: Eximbank deals only with the loans which the contracts had been made before July,
1975.
Source: Management and Coordination Agency. Administrative Inspection Bureau. Classification
of Japan's Economic Cooperation. MOFA. Economic Cooperation Bureau. 1991 ODA
Budget. OECF. Overseas Economic Cooperation Handbook 1990. p.112.
Saito, Tadashi. "Japan's Overseas Technical Assistance Program." Japan Economic
Institute Report. 43A. November 9, 1990. International Development Journal. "Full
Picture and Characteristics of 1991 ODA Budget (government proposal)." International
Development Journal. Feb.1991. p.59- 79. Interview with OECF official, March 7, 1990.
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Table5: ODA Policy-Making
Major Studies of Japanese ODA
Studies Motives Structure & Process Performance
White Commercial interests Ministerial rivalries(Export promotion )
Hasegawa Secularization(1970) (Japan's societal
welfare and its
international
ascendancy)
Caldwell Export promotion(1972) and raw material
exploitation
Loutfi(1973)
Minato(1975)
Goto(1977)
Rix(1980)
Yasutomo(1986)
Matsui(1988)
Orr(1990)
Security
Bureaucratic
interests
Long: keep
international peace;
mid: advance Japan's
industrial structure;
short: achieve inter'l
goals on aid.
Bureaucratic
interests
Security
Combination of
economic rationality
and political choice
Bureaucratic
interests utilizing
foreiqn pressures.
Close relationships
between gov. agencies,
business establishment,
and academic circles.
Functionally separated by
each ODA-related
organizations but
geographically
centralized in Tokyo.
Consultations among
four ministries. Lack of
evaluation.
Ministerial rivalries
Ministerial rivalries
Bureaucratic politics, and
resilience of
organizational process.
Prime Ministers initiative
Ministerial rivalries
Transgovernmental
relations, especially
MOFA and the U.S. gov.
Small official lending, short
repayment periods, and high
rates of interest.
Expanding private and other
official flows. Develop-cum-
import scheme for resource-rich
countries. Little influence in
global cooperation agencies.
Small technical assistance, low
G.E., low ODA/GNP, and lack of
effective coordination among
programs.
Incurring significant net costs in
offering foreign aid.
Lack of comprehensive planning
and coordination function.
Lack of comprehensive planning
and coordination function.
Lack of coordination between
capital and technical assistance.
Inefficiency by lack of active
coordination mechanism.
Strategy-related geographical
distribution.
Increasing amount of ODA,
improving grant element, but still
high LDC-tying.
Geographical ODA distribution
influenced by the U.S. gov.
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Table 6:
Table 7: Data Source of Major Demands for Japanese ODA
Constituency Title Date Major Demands
of
Issue
DAC "DAC AID 2/17/ ODA/GNP ratio, policy related
REVIEW OF 1989 assistance, environment and institutional
JAPAN" dev., environmental impact analysis and
necessary staff resources, hard terms to
LLDC, planning and management
capacity, country-focussed economic
analysis, urgently needed staff increase
in agencies, local representations for
effective implementation and multilateral
co-ordination and policy dialogue.
U.S. gov. "A U.S.-Japan Aid 89-07 Strategic Importance, Free Trade, LLDC,
(Julia C. Bloch) Alliance: Tied Aid, Mixed Credits, Capital Projects,
Prospects for Complementary strengths (brains &
Cooperation in an money), and a special U.S.-Japan aid
Era of Conflict" "wisemen group."(USJP)
(Larry K. Nowels) "Japan's July Clear Aid Philosophy, Improvement of
Emergence as a 1989 the Quality of Aid, Bureaucratic Division
Leading Foreign and Disagreements, and Shortage of
Aid Donor" (CRS Development Staff.
Review)
Recipient "Jaranese Official 1988 Local Participation, Qualitative
Countries(Prasert
Chittiwatanapong)
: Thailand
(Patcharee
Siroros)
: Thailand
(Filologo Pante,
Jr.): Philippine
(Koppel &
Plummer):
Indonesia,
Development
Assistance to
Thailand: Impact
on Thai
Construction
Industry"
"Japanese and
U.S. Aid in
Thailand: The Thai
Perspective"
"Japan's Aid to
ASEAN: Present
Realities and
Future
Challenges"
"Japan's
Ascendancy as a
Foreign-Aid
Power: Asian
Perspective"
Innovation, Review the [mercantilistic]
Philosophy, and reexamine ODA
impacts on recipient countries.
1988 Low Conditionality, De facto tying, not
benefit the poorest, Low intercultural
Communication Ability, and Lack of
coordination between two governments.
1988 ODA/GNP ratio, Quick-disbursing loans,
local costs, Expand the OECF staff,
greater coordination among ministries,
linkages between technical and capital
assistance, co-finance with bi/multilateral
agencies, low concessionality, de facto
tied, small infra. project for low-income
groups in the rural area, local sourcing
under grant, institution building, and
allow our own dev. plan.
1989 multiyear balance-of-payments support,
current account problem, tying, local
greater conversion into local currency,
and yen appreciation.
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the Philippines,
and India.
The Diet
Facilitate quick action in competitive
bureaucracy, ties, low concessional,
rigidity, and cash unties grant.
multiyear pipeline, not require a large
Japanese staff, not understand Japan's
priorities and criteria.
The 1978 House
Resolution on
Overseas
Economic
Cooperation.
The 1981 House
Resolution on
Economic
Cooperation.
The 1989 Senate
Resolution on
International
Cooperation.
1978 non-interference in internal affairs, self-
help, non-military, open information, and
reinforce policymaking and
implementing organizations.
1981 non-military
1989 philosophy, goals and principles,
quantity and quality of ODA, reinforce
policymaking and implementing
organizations, strengthen the Diet
influence, and development education,(basic law legislation).
LDP Japan's New 1977 demarcation, five-year and annual(Minato Tetsurou) Surviving Wav: country program, coordination, reinforce
Aimina a implementing agencies, reconsider
Policy on types, and cooperate with private sector.
International
Cooperation
(Katou Mutsuki, The Japan Mar. non-military
Kouno Youhei) Economic Journal 29,'91
Opposition International Januar non-interference, the poorest region,
Parties Cooperation Bill y, environment, non-military, local
1991. participation, women and children,
cooperate with other donors, five-year
and annual program, International
Development Cooperation Agency by a
State Minister, and Research Inst. in the
Agency, merge JICA and OECF.
Inspecting The Status Quo 1988, country program, grant aid budget for
Institutions and Problems on 1989 JICA, and decentralize JICA and OECF(Administrative ODA
Inspection
Bureau, General
Affairs Agency)
(Audit) Statement of 1988 coordination, policy dialogue, and
Account 1988 reinforce implementing organization.
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Business "Japan's Aid June, self-help, BHN, equity, social justice,(Japan Federation Philosophy and Its 1990 cooperate in private sector, open
of Economic Desirable information, country program, policy
Organization) Direction in the dialogue, integrate past studies, and
Future" neutral research inst.
(Japan "Seeking New Augus Minister of International Cooperation,
Association of Development of t, Second JICA for private sector, and
Cooperate International 1987 country strategy instead of request-
Executives) Cooperation basis.
Policy"
NGOs(lwasaki "Claims for April, institutional development
Syunsuke) Japan's ODA," 1990
Wave (Ushio)
(Reconsider Aid, "Citizen's Charter March, the poorest, self-help, participation, local
Citizens' League) on ODA" 1986 value, human rights, democracy,
environment, evaluation, reinforce the
Diet influence, and open information.
The Public "The Emergence 1990 passive positive(Orr) of Japan's Foreign
Aid Power"
(Hamada Takujiro) The Wall Street Journal Jul.3, aid fatigue
1989
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Table 8: Major Demands from Constituencies- -
Demands / Constituencies 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0
A. Philosophy-- - - - - - - - -
1. Principles- - - - -
a. Strategic Importance to WesternAllies - XX- - -
b. Free Trade- _- -
c. Self-Help -
d. Basic Human Needs- -T -T T -
e. Equitable Distribution - -__ T *
f. Social Justice---
q. Explicitness of Philosophy- - - _- - - - -
2.Agenda- - - _- --
a._Disarmament __
b. Environmental Preservation.- - --
c._LeastDevelopedCountries __
d. Institutional Development- - - - - - - -
e. Debt Relief
f. Policy Related Assistance
B. Structure & Process- - --
1.-Structure - _
a. More Coordination
b. Decentralization-----------------~-
c. Demarcation- - -- -
d. Integrate Dispersed Studies- - - --- -
e. Unify Agencies -
f. Establish Research Inst.- -
q. Increase Staff A
h. Planning & management capability T-
2. Process
a. Unify Country Programs- -T T 7 T T-
b. More Policy DialoguesT T -
c. Establish Basic Lawx
d. Cooperate with Private Sec. - XX
e. Reinforce Evaluation-- -
f. Collaborate with multi/bi inst. -7- AT ' 7
q. Open information-- -
C. Performance
a. Higher concessionary assistance T -x
b. Higher local participation T - ----
c. Lower Conditionality -x -- __ __
d. More Technical Assistance- - --- -
e. Higher ODA/GNP Ratio-T --
f. Improve Linguistic Ability - -- - -
q. More Flexibility-
Note: Each demand is based on Table 6. Each column represents a pattern of the demands by-
each constituency:1 for DAC, 2 for the U.S. government, 3 for recipient countries, 4 for the Diet of
Japan, 5 for LDP, 6 for the opposition parties, 7 for the inspecting agencies, 8 for the businesses,
9 for the NGOs, 10 for the public. Each row represents a pattern of support or opposition by every
constituency for each demand. Cells filled with " means that the demand is supported by a
corresponding constituency. Cell filled with "X" means that the demand is opposed by a
corresponding constituency. This judgement is based on whether each constituency articulates
their opposition or support for each demand.
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Table 9: Summary of Constituencies' Demands
on the Existing Organizations
Policy making organizations
Decentralization
Specialization
Formulation
Coordination
Delegate decision making authority
regarding implementation to the
implementing organizations.
Strengthen strategy making and
agenda proposing capability.
Formulate philosophy, principles, and
goals based on general development
strategy
and bilateral relations.
Resolve stalemate on policy
formulation.
Facilitate frank communication with
recipients and other donor
organizations. (Policy formulation
level).
Implementing organizations
Decentralize the headquarter's
authority to the field offices.
Strengthen program
management and planning
capabilities.
Formulate country programs by
sectors and regions, based on
recipients' needs and Japan's
resource availability.
Coordinate different types of
assistance.
Facilitate frank communication
with recipients and other donor
organizations. (Program
management and planning
level).
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Figurel ODA Performance of Major DAC Countries in Recent Years
(Net Disbursement, Million Dollars)
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Source: Press Release on Joint Review of DAC 1989.
Note: France includes overseas territories and prefectures.
Figure 2: Geographical Distribution of Japan's ODA to Developing Countries
(Net Disbursement Basis)
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Source: 1963-77: Rix, Alan. Japan's Economic Aid. (New York: St. Martin Press. 1980) p.34.1979: Institute of Developing Economies. Economic
Cooperation Handbook 1990. p.14., MOFA.1981-89: Outlook of Japan's Economic Cooperation. Oct. 1990. p.19.
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Figure 5: Japan's ODA Administration in 1990
,ouncil Prime
as Minister's
Cooperatior Office*
Source: Organizational Chart of ODA Administration, provided by JICA, in January, 1991.
Note: Underlined agency and ministries are involved in decision making on ODA loans.
* Prime Minister's Office is in charge of general affairs of the Advisory Council.
#The Cabinet's Secretary is the chairman of the Ministerial Committee.
@MOFA has the competence to supervise whole JICA's business.
MITI shares the competence with MOFA in the field of industrial development.
MAFF shares the competence with MOFA in the field of agricultural development.
Organization Chart of EPA in 1990
[Economic Planning Agency (505)1
Director-Gener
Secretariat 1
Coordination
Bureau
Economic
Welafare Burea
Price
Bureau
Planning
Bureau
Research
IBureau
al's
23) 1: 4 div.
First Economic
(66 : 7 div. Coo eration Div. (14)
Second Economic
u(38) :4 div. Cooperation Div. (6)
(41) : 3 div.
(63) 1: 1 div.
(96) : 4 div.
Economic Research
I nstitute (78) J: 2 dept., 6 div. & 1 sec.
Source: Management and Cordination Agency. Administrative Management Bureau.
Organization Chart of the Government in 1990. (Tokyo: Prime Minister's Office).
Note: ( ) represents the fixed number of the regular personnel.
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Figure 6:
Figure7: Organization Chart of MOF in 1990
Ministry of Finance (22,502)
Minister's Secretariat (476 : 5 div.
Budget Bureau (336) |
I Tax Bureau
Custom & Tariff
Bureau
(91)
6 div. & 12 Budget Examiners*
:6 div.
(172) |: 8 div.
Financial Bureau (371)
Securities Bureau 136
Banking Bureau (209)
|: 13div.
:6 div.
1: 2 dept & 4 div.
International Finance
Bureau (148)
IMint Bureau (1,575)
I Printing Bureau (6,325)
Custom Training
Institute (34)
Finance Training
Institute (57)
Accounting Officials
Training Institute (32)
Center of Customs
Laboratory (18) ]
Local Finance
Bureau (4,647)
ICustom Houses (7,658)
Okinawa Custom
Houses (217)
Source: Management and Cordination Agency. Administrative Management Bureau.
Organization Chart of the Government in 90.(Tokyo: Prime Minister's Office)
Note: ( ) represents the fixed number of the regular personnel.
Underlined Divisions are in charge of ODA administration.
*: Includes one examiner who is in charge of the Foreign Affairs and ODA.
I
Figure 8: Organization Chart of MOFA in 1990
Source: Management and Coordination Agency. Administrative Management Bureau.
Organization Chart of the Government in 1990. (Tokyo: Prime Minister's Off icie)
Note: ( ) represents the fixed number of the regular personnel.
The figures do not add up to the totals in the original source.
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Figure 9: Organization Chart of MITI in 1990
1: 7 div.
: 10 div.
1: 8 div.
: 9 div.
1: 12 div.
1: 9 div.
Training Institute of International
Trade and Industry (47)
afety Technology Training Institute |
Regional Bureau of International
Trade and Industry
Regional Mine Safety and
Inspection Bureau
Regional Mine Safety and
Inspection Dept.
Naha Mine Safety and
Inspection Office
Source: Management and Cordination Agency. Administrative Management Bureau.
Organization Chart of the Government in 1990. (Tokyo: Prime Minister's Office).
Note: ( ) represents the fixed number of the regular personnel.
Underlined department and divisions are in charge of ODA administration.
Major Variables in Japan's ODA Studies
Administrative Structure
and Process
(Decision-making System)Motives Performance
Bureaucratic Interests
Economic Interests
International Appearance
National Security
Bureaucratic Politics
Gov. & Business
Consolidation
Western Pressure
Prime Minister's
Strategic Initiative
Lack of Coordination
Low Concessionary
Condition
Rapid ODA Increase
Strategic Distribution
Figure 10:
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